Wunderlich America
complete your BMW.

40th Anniversary Editions

- Protective Components
- Aktivkomfort Seats
- Luggage Solutions
- Essential Accessories
- Airflow Management
- R18 Parts

Offroad

Touring

Track

Street

Adventure Riding

If you have a BMW? We have you covered!

Ready for any journey
Wunderlich – complete your BMW.

We love and live motorcycling – for 35 years now!

For over 35 years, Wunderlich has developed and produced thousands of high quality BMW parts and accessories. Today, our offering is comprised of well over 3,800 products that fit any model from 1995 to the current years line up. Our cutting edge components contain a technological expertise acquired over the decades in design and development of model specific motorcycle accessories.

We share a passion with our customers and always concentrate on these key attributes when it comes to designing Wunderlich products; the finest product design with long lasting material, superb functionality, sustainability and the utmost comfort.

Our success is based on technological originality, creativity, superior standards, customer focus and international outlook. Our spotlight on sustainability means we believe in the value of what we do and what we produce.

We’re constantly taking an innovative approach to developing our product range. When a new BMW model is released, we simultaneously provide a huge selection of components including ergonomics, protection, suspension, luggage, navigation and more. Our development doesn’t rest when it comes to models already established on the market either. The inventive and ingenious spirit of our developers knows no bounds! This attitude has established Wunderlich as #1 for high-quality BMW motorcycle accessories around the world.

Our motto is clear: “We are motorcyclists and we turn the throttle!”

We’re constantly taking an innovative approach to developing our product range. When a new BMW model is released, we simultaneously provide a huge selection of components including ergonomics, protection, suspension, luggage, navigation and more. Our development doesn’t rest when it comes to models already established on the market either. The inventive and ingenious spirit of our developers knows no bounds! This attitude has established Wunderlich as #1 for high-quality BMW motorcycle accessories around the world.

Our motto is clear: “We are motorcyclists and we turn the throttle!”

Wunderlich Editions | Over 30 custom BMWs with parts list!
WUNDERLICH ONLINE.

Quick, clear, modern & reliable!
Our website – www.wunderlichamerica.com

Our clearly laid-out Wunderlich website, helps finding parts & accessories for your BMW a breeze. Start by entering your Year & Model into our bike finder to quickly show only parts that fit your bike. Use the categories to quickly find the parts to help you complete your BMW.

The Wunderlich website – with convenient chat function

- Over 3,800 products, detailed product information including videos and installation instructions
- NEW! Convenient chat function
- Optimum, adjusted rendering on all end devices (PC, notebook, tablet, smartphone)
- Simple ordering process and fast delivery

JUST TAP THE WEB LINK
SELECT YOUR YEAR/MODEL
TO VIEW PRODUCTS ON OUR WEBSITE

The networking of the digital world is advancing in very rapid steps. In our catalogs, we have been combining and linking both, the digital catalog to our website for several years now with the help of PDF website links, directly to our website. We are pleased that the digital PDF catalogs has become more widely accepted. This is no wonder, as it is very convenient to use with our website. Just enter your Year/Model to filter only products that fit your BMW.
Protective components. It delivers what is promised!

What is their task ...

The fundamental purpose of our protective components for motorcycles, such as Wunderlich’s engine and tank bars, valve cover and cylinder protectors, and axle protection pads, is to protect the motorcycle as effectively as possible.

This means that:

- a continuation of the journey should be guaranteed
- the damage and associated costs to the motorcycle itself are avoided or minimized as far as possible

When designing our protection components, we always place great emphasis on the most comprehensive protection possible.

... and where are the limits?

Crash impacts and tip over incidents are never identical: the condition of the road surface, the route, the weather, the load, the speed, are just some of the determining factors that have a direct influence on the effects of a mishap. We know from experience that there can be impacts that can also result in damage that even the best protection component cannot cushion. But with our protection components, we strive to simulate real world scenarios in our design. This includes test crashing motorcycles on a variety of terrain and in as many conditions that can be predicted. Motorcycle protection is forever evolving. We believe our engineering in our products shines through to give you the absolute best protection and piece of mind available on the market.
WUNDERLICH ENGINE PROTECTION BARS

The result of more than three decades of experience in constructing protection bars, we have developed stylish and resistant engine protection bars that guarantees to deliver what they promise – safety and resilience...Period

• Uniform distribution of the forces over attachment points on each side of the vehicle
• Hand crafted in small batches
• Plug and play fit
• Made with stainless steel and available in a variety of powder coated colors
• Extremely durable powder coating
• Perfect base for the Wunderlich protection system
• Model specific designs
• Made in Germany

VALVE COVER PROTECTION

We have developed a set of well-designed protectors to ensure a solid impact platform for tip over incidents. These are characterized by the fact that they sit on the valve cover with narrow gap dimensions and accurately fit the contour. The protector consists of impact-resistant, durable plastic that has been precisely manufactured to ensure fitment.

• Stainless steel insert
• High impact resistant
• Fiberglass reinforced plastic
• Made in Europe
WUNDERLICH EXTREME SKID PLATE

We manufacture the »EXTREME« Skid Plate using the challenging and advanced hydro-forming manufacturing process. This allows us to realize complex component forms and geometries (especially asymmetrical ones), in which we can achieve lower weight and simultaneously realize high component rigidity and mechanical stability through optimization of the material thickness. The result is a resistant, weight and form-optimized engine protection unit that molds so tightly and organically to the motorcycle that the design principle of “form follows function” becomes self-evident.

- High density impact couplings mounted between skid plate and engine case
- Unrestricted access to drain plugs
- No welds, no weak points

The result is clear to see!
The Wunderlich »EXTREME« engine protection.

The functional, integrated design reduces the area of attack and avoids unpleasant levering or jamming of the motorcycle over terrain, no matter whether from branches, scree or rocks. Openings ensure that water picked up during river crossings can flow out freely again. Typical of Wunderlich engineering, the team have made sure that you have good, unrestricted access during maintenance work: for example, an opening has been included for unhindered drainage of the engine oil. The aluminum engine protection is corrosion-resistant and the generated forces and vibrations are absorbed by impact-decoupling attachment elements. It comes in two versions, silver or black powder-coated. Our »EXTREME« engine protection is manufactured from a single 4mm thick sheet of aluminum and Made in Germany.
FRONT ENGINE CASE PROTECTOR

The Boxer engine cover has to handle stone impacts, and dirt spray thrown up by the front wheel. To protect the cover, we have developed and carefully designed our contour-fit engine protection cover using tough, impact-resistant and durable plastic. The engine protection cover is attached with 4-points and is a visual upgrade to the engine design.

• Injection molded impact resistant plastic
• Contour fitment
• Light weight
• Made in Europe
• Small batches - made by hand

TANK BARS

Optimum protection for your tank and body parts. Our durable protection bars are made of a high-quality powder coated stainless steel tubing and perfectly highlight the lines of your fairing or gas tank. Our upper protection bars are supplied with all fitting parts and also offered in a variety of color options.

• Equal distribution of forces
• Strong mounting points
• Perfect auxiliary light mounting location
• Detailed and easy to understand instructions
• Made in Germany
WUNDERLICH CASE PROTECTION BARS

Our luggage protection bars not only offer great protection for the expensive, original saddlebags, but they also provide a perfect lifting point to assist with getting the motorcycle on the center stand, and can be used as a location to attach additional accessories or luggage.

- Protects the saddlebags from front and side impact
- Comfortable holding points for the passenger
- Full freedom of movement for rider and passenger
- No modifications to the bike required
- Model specific designs
- Made in Germany

WUNDERLICH FENDER EXTENDERS

The original mudguard is simply too short! The result is dirty headers and engine cases, clogged up oil coolers, damage to the radiator and unnecessary water splashing.

- Proven protection against soiling from road dirt
- Extension for the front mudguard
- Reliable protection against spray water
- Effective protection against stone chips
- Easy assembly
- Made by hand
- Made in Germany

AVAILABLE FOR MOST BMW MODELS
WUNDERLICH SLIDER PROTECTION

The protectors effectively keep the road away from the motorcycle and significantly reduce the possibility of excessive damage. Our sliders have been professionally road & track tested and are a great staple in our protection offering.

• Effective protection
• Highly resistant special plastic
• Quick installation
• Sliders are easily replaceable
• Model specific fitment
• Made in Germany

WUNDERLICH HELMET LOCKS

The safe and easy way to deter helmet theft for your BMW. Our cables secure two helmets at the same time. When not in use, they can be simply stowed beneath the seat. They are enormously helpful products. Once you own one, you wouldn’t want to go without it!

• Easy anti-theft securing of up to two helmets
• 5mm thick steel cable
• Silicon coated cable protects against abrasion and paint damage
• Model specific designs
• Cables can be stored under the seat
• Made in Germany

FIND ALL PRODUCTS

Shop by Year & Model to view hundreds of parts designed for your BMW!

www.wunderlichamerica.com
**WUNDERLICH HEADLIGHT GUARDS**

Available in Grill style or shatter proof Lexan. These guards will give your very expensive factory BMW headlight the protection it needs on your next adventure. The top of the guard snaps into the brackets provided and can be folded down for cleaning of the headlight lens. A true must have item for the off-road rider.

- Can be quickly put in place for off-road use
- High protection for the original lights
- Model specific fitment & designs
- Folding design for easy cleaning
- Grill or clear Lexan versions available
- Made in Europe

---

**AUXILIARY & INDICATOR LIGHT PROTECTION**

Just one stone thrown up from the road or trail can spell the end for your expensive Auxiliary Lights. The very robust bracket and sturdy grill provide protection even from violent impacts. We have designed light protectors for both OEM Halogen & LED lights along with select aftermarket auxiliary lights.

- Set for 2 auxiliary lights
- Easy installation
- Sturdy base mount
- Stainless hardware
- Powder-coated grills
- Made in Europe
**WUNDERLICH RADIATOR & OIL COOLER GUARDS**

We offer a variety of model specific radiator and oil cooler guards. Protecting the fins of these coolers is vital. These guards keep your radiator and oil cooler free of debris and damage, but also allow plenty of air flow to allow them to function properly.

- Blocks potential damage from reaching the cooler
- Anti-vibration mounting points
- Best protection and best appearance
- Model specific fitment & designs
- Made in Europe
WUNDERLICH BRAKE PROTECTION

We have a full model specific line of brake protection parts for almost every BMW. Brake Caliper protection, ABS sensor, brake lines, brake reservoir and much more to help protect the delicate brake components and keep you riding and more importantly be able to stop when you need to.

- Model specific fitment & designs
- Protects brake components
- Protection available for both the front and rear brakes
- Made in Germany

FINAL DRIVE PROTECTION FOR YOUR PARALEVER

The perfect protection for your BMW’s paralever! Our Kardan guard sits beneath the rear axle drive and protects the hollow drilled rear axle and the paralever joint in case you get a little closer to the tarmac than you want. Effective protection both on the road as well as in active offroading.

- Reliably prevents damage to the final drive housing
- Easy assembly, no modifications necessary
- Can be removed without leaving a trace
- Perfect protection on or off-road
- Tested extensively in development
- Made in Germany
HAND GUARD EXTENDERS

With our hand protector extension, we have significantly enlarged the protective zone of the original protectors, in height as well as width, and we’ve also extended it outwards on the side around the hand and up to the end of the handlebar. We have equipped the upper edge with a water-deflecting collar that extends outwards; it guides spray water outwards and lets it flow off the sides.

- Available in Black, Tinted or Clear
- Model specific fitment & designs
- Easy installation
- Significantly increases protection of the hands
- Sold as set
- Highly durable, scratch and shatter resistant
- Made in Europe

WUNDERLICH HAND GUARDS

We have equipped our hand protectors with a water-deflecting collar that extends outwards; it guides spray water outwards and lets it flow off the sides. Functionality aside, our Hand guards are designed to be discreet and attractive. The Hand guards are made of acrylic, are thermally stable, scratch and shatter-proof and resistant to petrol. They are quick and easy to mount. They can be used with or without grip heating as well as handlebar end weights and our Throttle Lock.

- Model specific fitment
- Available in Clear, Tinted or Black
- Protects the hands from the cold, moisture, dirt, stone impacts and insects
- Highly durable, scratch and shatter-resistant
- Made in Germany

WUNDERLICH TANK PADS

Our Tank pad sets are matched to the design of your BMW model. They effectively protect all the contact points from scratches, damage, and wear to the tank.

- Model specific designs
- Sold as sets
- Improved knee grip
- Textured soft polyurethane

FIND HUNDREDS MORE PROTECTION PARTS DESIGNED FOR YOUR BMW ON OUR WEBSITE
WUNDERLICHAMERICA.COM/PROTECTION.HTML
WUNDERLICH DEVELOPMENT: In the exciting field of engineering expertise, digital technology and many years of acquired experience

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS USING THE EXAMPLE OF OUR »MARATHON« WINDSHIELDS.

One of our development principles is to develop components in a model-specific way whenever possible. This also applies to our MARATHON windshields.

The aerodynamics of the windshield for the model in question are first meticulously calculated. However, it only receives its final, fine tuning in extensive road tests. Experienced test riders use sensors to collect data over tens of miles on the flow and vibration behavior on the windshield and helmet, on the speed-dependent wind load and its effect on the fastening points or on the noise level (sound pressure level). This objective data is recorded with a data logger during the test ride. For the precise evaluation of the data, our data logger also records the GPS data for the speed and the test track itself, which we correlate with the physical data from the sensors. The evaluation of the physical quantities of the sensor signals, the speed and the distance are used towards the optimization of the windshield. So much for the theory.

In addition to the collection of data on the vehicle, empirical data is collected by our test riders in road tests. Only they with their routine are able to include and interpret boundary conditions such as route conditions, road, weather or wind conditions in the data collection.

Theory and practice – both count. Our developers are on test rides all year round. On the helmet: the sensor for determining the frequencies on the helmet.

Displacement sensor for recording the deflection of the windshield under a wide range of ambient and load conditions

Real-time data display: displays the can-bus and the data of the sensors and the GPS system

ELEPHANT tank bag as a black box: data recording, GPS system and the interface to the can-bus system are housed here
WUNDERLICH WINDSCREENS

We offer many different wind deflection options here at Wunderlich. Whether you’re cruising around the town on your new R18, carving the mountain roads on your R nineT, bombing down the back country trail on a GS, or even if you’re hitting the track on a S1000R. No matter the BMW model you have, we have a windscreen option for you! Optimum clarity, unsurpassed comfort. Check out our full lineup today!

- Optimal view in every situation
- Crystal-clear optical purity
- High scratch-resistance and breakage safety
- 5 mm thick Lexan plastic with optimal vision
- Model specific fitment & designs
- Made in Germany

VIEW ON WEBSITE

WWW.WUNDERLICHAMERICA.COM
The biggest issue with many original windshields is that the airflow break-away edge cannot be individually defined, and the result is turbulence. We have carefully studied and then optimized and noticeably improved the airflow properties with this part. The new and improved Vario Wind Deflector bracket makes it possible for all riders, with all windscreen shapes to enjoy the highly praised benefits that the addition of a Wind Deflector can provide. The brilliant design of the bracket allows it to adapt to any windscreen as the base is adjustable from 180° to 90°.

- Multiple adjustments for individual needs: Angle, height and distance to rider
- Strong and secure attachment method
- Made in Germany

Whether you are looking to reinforce your existing windscreen, add accessory mounts, or move your navigation mount, Wunderlich has designed an array of model specific accessories to help complete your BMW:

- Screen Reinforcement Brackets
- Cross Support
- OEM Navigation Re-locator
- Windscreen Attachment Brackets
- Accessory Outlet Attachments
- Made in Germany
WUNDERLICH DAYTONA FAIRING

Following the style of the legendary R90 S, this modern classic was developed to transform the R nine T into a pure sports roadster. The fairing not only looks great, it also effectively redirects air flow and increases rider comfort. The fairing is made of lightweight but strong ABS plastic material.

- The R nine T takes on the appearance of a Retro Classic a la R 90 S with minimal installation effort
- Effective reduction in wind pressure
- Supplied with brackets and all parts needed for installation
- Can be used with the original turn signal indicators
- Model specific fitment
- Available unpainted or color matched
- Made in Germany

WUNDERLICH VINTAGE TT FAIRING

This minimalist headlight fairing presents the ideal compromise between full-windscreen and naked Roadster feeling. The Retro-Design complements the R nineT in an ideal way. Once you have added a windscreen (sold separately) there is a noticeable decrease of wind pressure, especially at constantly high cruising speeds. Light and virtually indestructible ABS plastics. Easy assembly.

- Model specific fitment
- Adds to the R nineT a retro classic look
- Easy self-assembly
- Lightweight and almost indestructible 5 mm thick ABS plastic
- Mounting kit made of stainless steel, black coated, including mounting material
WUNDERLICH WINDSHIELD »FLOWJET«

Windscreen design for an imposing look and clear flow
- Turbulence-free flow to the head, torso and arms
- Improved rider cooling at high external temperatures
- Unobstructed vehicle front view
- Reduced risk of injury when off-roading
- Easily mounted on original screw points
- Perfect cockpit integration
- Solid-colored ABS plastic with clear plastic coating
- Our Flowjet is paintable for color matching
- Model specific designs are available
- Lightweight

Flowjet for Edition 40 Years GS

WE CARRY WINDSCREENS & DEFLECTORS FOR ALMOST EVERY BMW FROM 1995 TO PRESENT
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE.
ENTER YOUR YEAR & MODEL TO SEE OUR AIRFLOW PROTECTION FOR YOUR BMW.

OFFROAD - TOURING - ROAD VERSIONS AVAILABLE
WUNDERLICHAMERICA.COM/WINDSCREENS.HTML
The design

The silhouette, contour and shape are determined by our designer at the very beginning of the development process. Its art lies in integrating the formal design and the recognition value to achieve a balance, without losing sight of its protective aspects. The shape and size must not only fit each respective model, but also make it appear as if they were cast from the same mold.

A MARATHON windshield underscores the character of your BMW without being obtrusive. And this despite the fact that it is much more generously dimensioned than the original windshields in order to fully exploit its potential.

Development and construction

The aerodynamics for the respective model is first meticulously calculated. However, it only receives its final, fine tuning during extensive road tests in an uncontrolled environment.

Dimensioning

Another feature is the mechanical stability, which can be influenced by the windshield thickness and the retaining elements. The windshield bracket indirectly influences the desired air flow. The brackets and their attachment points on the windshield and the motorcycle are designed to provide optimum support for the forces and torques that occur as a function of wind load or speed and that are transferred to the bracket by the windshield. The stiff mounting minimizes unwanted aerodynamic effects, such as flutter, which can also be transmitted to the motorcycle and its handling via the bracket.
The BMW R nineT is perfect for everyone who loves the classic roadster design and is looking for a pure motorcycle experience. It is reminiscent of the 1970’s and 80’s era. But its heritage goes even deeper. The very first motorcycle from BMW was simple, minimalist and dynamic. Back in 1923, the BMW opposed-twin engine was the heart of the entire concept. To this day the boxer motor is still being perfected and with the introduction of the RnineT in 2014, a concept no one knew where it would go that turned into a full BMW series that has five variations. The RnineT can be looked at as a blank canvas and with Wunderlich, we give you the ability to alter the machine’s functionality and appearance to your personal liking. Whether you’re a professional builder or a weekend gearhead working on your own project, the hundreds of unique RnineT products will help you build the bike of your dreams. With over 12 custom concept builds on the RnineT alone, we can proudly say that we have the world’s largest offering of parts and accessories for your build!

You can realize your dreams for your bike and your lifestyle. You can feel its origin, whether you’re turning a wrench, or enjoying the thrill of twisting the throttle.
Airflow
Every wind deflection option we offer has countless hours of research and testing in all environments to offer you a tried and true option for your BMW. Real world tested, Rider approved reliability.

Hand Controls
Being able to operate your controls safely and effectively is KEY. See our hand control category to see how we can help you feel right at home behind the bars.

Luggage
No matter the journey of your choice, we can assure you that we have a luggage option for YOU. Let us help you utilize your motorcycles chassis for reliable storage. Go ahead......bring the kitchen sink.

Seats
Your main connection point to your machine is your backside. Ride in comfort and luxury with our all new AKTIVKOMFORT seats. Available in many colors and heights. All hand crafted in Germany.

Protection
We offer logical protection for every BMW motorcycle on the market today as well as many past models. Motorcycle protection is our roots. Make sure that if and when your bike takes a tumble....that we have it covered.

Foot Controls
Long haul or short, foot position is non-negotiable for safety and comfort. Stop feeling cramped and always searching for those foot controls. Let us take it from here.

Design
Stock motorcycles aren’t for everyone. Clean up the trim, stand out from the crowd and make your BMW your own with our exquisitely engineered design products.
The ergonomic triangle.

Ergonomics experts describe the human & machine connections on a motorcycle as an ergonomic triangle. The connections are obvious, they are the places where the human being has direct physical contact with the motorcycle. These places are the handlebars, the seat and the footrests.

The aim of ergonomics on a motorcycle is to create an optimal spatial arrangement which allows relaxed and fatigue-free riding.

At Wunderlich, we have been working on improving the ergonomics of BMW motorcycles for over two decades. There are three basic components for customizing the ergonomics of your motorcycle.

Basic components of motorcycle ergonomics

If you’re looking to tailor your motorcycle to your riding style and stature, we highly recommend that you consider three components:

- Seats
- Handlebar risers
- Adjustable footrest systems
A relaxed and active riding experience adds a definite plus to passive safety:

- Ergonomic 3D contour to support the natural posture of the back and comfortable leg position while riding and standing
- Progressive two-layer construction with soft top layer and rigid core guarantees comfort because the seat doesn’t buckle
- The sitting pressure is equally distributed over a larger area, resulting in noticeably optimized weight distribution and lower specific pressure load
- Distinct concave profile to relax the coccyx
- More comfort with ThermoPro: With the ThermoPro coating, the temperature of this seat in direct sun at the peak of summer is up to 77°F (25°C) lower compared to standard, untreated cover materials
- Refined, dropped »Cut« seams
- Embroidered Wunderlich logo
- Cover material with ThermoPro coating
- Sweat-reducing, grippy cover material, combined with pin-tucks in Alcantara, dropped »Cut« seams
- Taped and welded seams for 100% tightness on modern PFAFF hot air welding machines
- Material of seat shell: High-strength »RoburC« shell of our own construction
- Progressive, dual-layer seat core structure

Many of our AKTIVKOMFORT seats are available in heated and standard versions along with multiple height profiles. Rider & Passenger seats are available for most BMW models

What is ThermoPro?
ThermoPro is a fabric treatment coating that is impregnated into the cover material to reflect the heat aspect from the sun’s rays and keep our seats cool. On average, in the peak of summer in direct sunlight, our ThermoPro treated seats will remain up to 77°F (25°C) COOLER on the cover than the factory untreated material.

The advantages will be retaining the longevity of the fabric and other structural material and also keeping you comfortable when you hop back on the bike. Just another layer of comfort and protection we add for our new line of AKTIVKOMFORT seats.
WUNDERLICH RIDER SEAT LOWERING KIT

Little trick - big effect! Simply swapping the original rubber bushings for this Lowering Kit makes the rider’s seat at the front drop by 10 mm. Those 10 mm often make the decisive feel good factor. Simply swap in one easy move and you can remove them again just as fast. The bushings have the same outer diameter as the originals but the hole is offset to allow further adjustments.

Made in Germany

FITS MANY BMW MODELS

WUNDERLICH PASSENGER BACKREST

Comfortable, ergonomic sissy bar
- Stylishly integrated into the R 18 design
- The cover and stitching pattern are perfectly matched to the original seat
- Matching the frame, the construction of the sissy bar is powder-coated black and finished with clear lacquer or high-quality chrome-plated
- Made to fit exactly
- Easy assembly
- Incl. detailed mounting instructions and all necessary parts
- Material: Precision steel tube, precisely formed on CNC tube bending machines and then welded with a clean seam pattern

This sissy bar for the K 1600 B doesn’t just cut a really good figure, thanks to the comfortable cushion it also lets your passenger travel with greater safety, comfort and relaxation. The design is perfectly coordinated to the “Bagger”.
- Especially developed for the K 1600 B
- Stylishly integrated into the Bagger design
- Works with or without our Bagger Luggage Rack
- Available in Chrome or Black
- Made in Germany

WUNDERLICH SEAT LUGGAGE RACK

This luggage rack for the GS and the Adventure is the perfect solution for all solo riders who want to carry their luggage near their bikes center of gravity. This rack not only allows much more luggage to be accommodated, it also moves the load forward. This makes the loaded motorcycle both easier to handle and more comfortable to ride.
- Numerous practical lashing options on all four sides
- Cut-outs in the middle allow secure lashing of smaller items
- Thanks to its straightforward disassembly, the pillion seat can quickly be remounted
- Lockable via the original seat lock
- Made in Germany

WUNDERLICH RIDER BACKREST

Stylishly integrated into the R 18 design

WUNDERLICH PASSENGER BACKREST

Stylishly integrated into the Bagger design

WUNDERLICH SEAT LUGGAGE RACK

Stylishly integrated into the GS and the Adventure design
Dr. Ricardo Wunderlich.

Experienced doctor and passionate rider

Ricardo Wunderlich seats: As Erich Wunderlich’s brother, Dr. Ricardo Wunderlich accompanies almost all developments, especially those that touch on ergonomics, with his expertise as a doctor and chiropractor for 25 years and an avid motorcyclist for 45 years. When it comes to seats, this is where the foundation for the ergonomics category begins. Every cut, every angle and every radius have a meaning in our seats. At Wunderlich, we dedicate ourselves to the problem of ergonomics, a subject that has always been neglected by motorcycle manufacturers. This belongs in the hands of motorcyclists who are part-time mechanics, designers, upholsterers, doctors, CAD programmers and engineers.

“When nothing disturbs and everything fits, you can concentrate completely on the road.” Ricardo Wunderlich

OUR CRAFTSMANSHIP.
HAND CRAFTED IN GERMANY
CARE, SKILL AND EXPERIENCE
Our Vario Ergonomic Footrest System is the ultimate solution when it comes to ergonomic adjustable footrests. With an adjustment range up to 100 mm diameter, it leaves nothing to be desired. No matter whether you’ve got big feet or small ones, whether you want to increase the leaned angle freedom or just comfortably relieve the knee angle. The eight different adjustment options within a full 360 degrees ensures enormous flexibility. This ergonomic adjustment foot peg system is available for both rider and passenger. All parts are made from high-solidity aluminum and anodized in silver or black.

Choose Rider or Passenger, Vario joints (model specific), Vario adapters (23mm, 30mm or 50mm) and Vario Footrest for a complete assembly. Add accessories like the Footrest Rubber Pads or if applicable Brake Lever Lowering Kit

- Depending on the VARIO adapter, the rest is mounted in a radius of 23, 30 or 50mm around the Vario joint
- The foot is in 100% contact with the rest in every position
- The adjustment mechanism means the foot protrudes further out, which can restrict angle clearance
- You need the VARIO joint, VARIO adapter and VARIO footrests
- Rubber inserts are optional
- Suitable for rider and passenger!
- Made in Germany
- Model Specific Fitment

Its profiled surface offers perfect grip. The pads are positively mounted and not only protrude over the edge of the original footrests but also surround them so any shin contact is guaranteed to be painless! Oh, and your shoes will also remain unblemished. In addition, they ensure a pleasant damping of the engine vibrations. When the terrain gets rough, they can be quickly and easily removed so you can enjoy some hard riding.

- Grippy, profiled footrest pad for everyday use
- Dampens vibrations
- Easy and quick installation
- Made in Europe

WUNDERLICH FOOTREST PAD SET
WUNDERLICH »ERGO« HANDLEBAR RISER

A barely-visible adjustment with a resounding effect:
In every respect a huge gain in rider comfort and improved handling feel. The motorcycle feels even lighter and more agile. Simple to install and without the need for any other modifications. The increased height further improves the sitting position.

- Better handling and a more direct riding experience
- Relaxed, upright sitting position
- Now possible to ride standing up when off road = more fatigue-free riding and better control
- No changes required to the vehicle
- Individually milled from high-strength aluminum (no casting!)
- Available for models with or without a BMW sat nav
- Anodized in Silver
- Model specific fitment & designs
- We have handlebar risers for most BMWs
- Made in Germany

VARIO BRAKE AND CLUTCH LEVERS

Vario Levers represent a revolution in ergonomics, functionality and safety. In addition to allowing adjustable reach, they are also adjustable in length. These levers allow precise adjustment to exactly suit the needs of the rider in various situations and additionally, really look great.

- Made in Germany
- Fully adjustable
- Exquisitely anodized
- Model specific fitment & designs
- High-strength aluminum (AL 7075 T6)
**WUNDERLICH BRAKE LEVER ENLARGERS**

In its original form the footrest area of the brake lever is unfortunately rather small, which all too often presents a safety risk.

- The extension means that it is almost impossible for the foot to slip off or miss the lever altogether
- Lightweight
- Beautifully milled and anodized
- Multi-piece design consisting of tread surface and a tailor-made counterpart with threads
- Model specific designs
- Made in Europe

**WUNDERLICH GEAR LEVER EXTENSION**

The gear lever is too short and too thin for many riders

- This enlargement is simply pushed over the original lever tip and is firmly held in place
- The length, the girth and the improved grip make changing gears a pleasure
- The lever is also given a sporty look
- Turned, machined and anodized from solid aluminium
- For original gear lever
- Available in Knurled or Rubber Pads Version
- Fits many BMW models
- Made in Germany

**WUNDERLICH CROSSBAR STRUT**

These are by no means mere decorative extras. Instead, they have very useful, practical advantages too: the crossbars improve the stability of the handlebars and therefore ensure more precise handling. At the same time, annoying vibrations are significantly reduced, especially on rigorous off-road rides.

- Gives the ability to mount essential accessories low and in riders view
- Available in Black or Silver
- High quality hand crafted
- Decoupled, vibration-damped attachment
- Adjustable and model specific versions
WUNDERLICH FOLD-AWAY LIFTING HANDLE

Lifting the motorcycle onto the center stand can be a chore when the bike is fully loaded. The Wunderlich center stand lifting handle makes this task much easier. The hinged handle installs with an allen wrench and stays securely in place. Pull the handle out to lift the bike onto the stand and tuck it away when it is not needed.

- Compatible with original BMW side cases (Vario, System)
- Anodized aluminum.
- Optimized leverage.
- Non-slip, grooved grip.
- Model specific fitment & designs
- Made in Germany

WUNDERLICH SIDE STAND ENLARGER

Safe support for the motorcycle on all surfaces
- Compensates for the very oblique leaning angle
- Surface area increased by more than 100%
- Aluminum measuring 8 mm thick
- Anodized in black to protect against oxidation
- Rust protection for the original stand plate
- Cut-out for original foot lined with vibration-absorbing foam rubber
- Model specific fitment & designs
- Easy to install
Proper luggage solutions. Innovative and durable.

We are known for our well-thought-out, innovative luggage solutions that are specialized for BMW motorcycles. These include THE absolute all-rounder and classic among tank bags: the extremely hard-wearing and adaptable ELEPHANT tank bag that has proven its worth on every continent. For everyday journeys, we recommend our ELEPHANT Sport tank bag or our practical, luggage rack bags. Wunderlich has ingenious and custom-fit handmade bags that integrate beautifully into the fairing, tank guard, in the gap between the rear rack and tail light, as well as our versatile handlebar bags. This means no storage space goes unused. And in 2021, a completely new series is being added: the ELEPHANT DRYBAG series, pure, waterproof and available as tank bags, case top bags as well as pillion and luggage rack bags. Our program rounds off with our popular robust EXTREME case series. Crafted by hand from high-quality aluminum, with durable stainless-steel fittings. Made to hold. Just like our luggage rails for the original Vario cases for the GS.

We use CORDURA - Fabric science explained

With our approach of only delivering the best quality, our tank bags and motorcycle bags are made almost exclusively from high-quality CORDURA® fabric. They are labelled with our CORDURA® label. But what actually is CORDURA®? CORDURA® is a material characterized by its superior abrasion resistance and robustness. This is a registered trademark of the Swiss company Invista. Its developers created a special process for manufacturing technical fabrics made of polyamide, also known as nylon. The special thing about it: when manufacturing CORDURA®, polyamide fibers are first cut systematically and then spun again in order to be woven at the end. This gives it its most important, specific material and fabric properties. It is more tear and abrasion-proof as well as more robust than conventional nylon. The lightly roughened surface gives the material a comfortable, slip-proof grip. It is water-repellent: moisture simply beads off and dries extremely quickly. What makes CORDURA® especially interesting for our purposes is its extraordinary abrasion-resistance compared to cotton, polyester or conventional nylon. Tank bags and bags are constantly faced with tough conditions on the motorcycle. Wind, rain and dirt but also the UV radiation and mechanical stresses challenge the material to the extreme. While other, cheaper materials wear out relatively fast under this stress and lose both stability and reliability, CORDURA® retains its material properties and is built to last for a long period of use.
The classic »ELEPHANT« range.

But not all CORDURA® is the same. CORDURA® 330, the lightest and thinnest version, is usually used in clothing or very light bags. CORDURA® 500 is ideal primarily when it comes to maximum robustness with minimal weight, like in our new DRYBAG series. At Wunderlich, we only make our classic ELEPHANT range using CORDURA® 1000, the »outdoor armour« and the perfect material with the greatest resistance by far. Despite all the advantages, however, specialists know that CORDURA® also has one drawback: due to its rough structure and the resulting larger surface area, it can only be coated using processes that are more intensive than those used for nylon. The coating is applied using a PVC-free acrylic or polyurethane coating. Impregnation with fluorocarbon also makes our fabric dirt and water-repellent. We go to this effort with the conviction that by manufacturing this uniquely high-quality technical fabric we can make perfect, durable, hard-wearing and appealing motorcycle bags. This intensive process and the careful manufacture and processing have a value. A value that is reflected in the price, that MUST be reflected in the price. We stand by this. The price is something you forget entirely though when your Wunderlich tank bag keeps doing a good job reliably even years and countless miles later. Just like the first day.

New: »ELEPHANT DRYBAG«. Puristic. Waterproof

We’re adding a new member to the ELEPHANT range in 2021: the DRYBAG series. CORDURA 500, TPU laminated material, water and dustproof zippers. The Protective top will include a multi-use holder system based off of the military MOLLE system.
WUNDERLICH »EXTREME« CASE SET.

The sturdy, light and functional aluminum cases (side case and top case) for the GS models provide truly special comfort to every rider on their journey. The special sealing system makes them totally waterproof. Durability is provided by the implementation of the 1.5 mm aluminum plate with stabilizing swages (weight-optimized yet robust), the stainless steel clasps, the replaceable all-round protection on all corners as well as the protective caps for the locks. Thanks to the practical lashing rings on the cover, you can attach additional pieces of luggage simply and securely with adjustable straps.

After opening both locks, the cover of the top loader can be completely removed and placed on the seat. You can then load it from the top with ease. If only one of the two locks is opened, this lets you lift the lid either forwards or backwards and this can be additionally securely stabilized with a safety rope. The second lock then functions almost like a hinge. We offer the robust extreme cases in either: pure aluminum for enthusiasts who love the appeal of this untreated and robust material or in black anodized with stainless steel fittings which makes the high-quality case look particularly refined. All variants optimally integrate the functional luggage system into the design of the motorcycle.

They can be attached to the carrier with ease thanks to the quick release system. The cases fit the original Adventure case carriers. For all other GS models, we carry the matching case / top case racks. You can find more information on our website.

Top Case & Panniers Available in Black or Aluminum
**WUNDERLICH CARRY HANDLE**

This carry handle lets you carry out Wunderlich EXTREME cases - as well as the aluminum cases from BMW - from your bike to the hotel in comfort. The adjustable, solid harness consists of anti-tear polyester fabric and attaches nice and easily to the four tether points. The ergonomically shaped carry handle consists of grippy, elastic rubber.

- Carry handle for our Wunderlich EXTREME cases (or BMW aluminum cases)
- Easy attachment to the tether points
- Adjustable
- Ergonomically shaped carry handle made of grippy rubber
- Carry harness made of anti-tear polyester
- Made in Europe

**EXTREME TOP CASE – BACKREST PAD**

Comfortable, two-part back cushion which we make specially for our EXTREME top case. It consists of high-quality, medium strength polyurethane foam and not only makes sitting more comfortable, but more relaxed and safer too! Attaching it is easy with the help of high-quality 3M adhesive pads that attach over the whole surface of the back of the cushion.

- Ensures comfortable, relaxed and safe sitting
- Contoured for the shape of the EXTREME top case
- Foam is impact-absorbing
- Easy to attach
- Material: Medium strength polyurethane foam
- Made in Europe

**WUNDERLICH EVERY DAY CARRY BOX**

Our tailored EDC box offers additional storage space for all kinds of helpful bits and pieces, so it integrates perfectly into the niche between the left case carrier and the rear wheel. The functional, robust box is equipped with four threaded inserts and attaches securely to the series standard case carrier via a bracket and matching clips. It can be opened and closed from the tail - even once the box is mounted - for easy access any time. The cover is secured against loss. The box made of high-quality plastic is waterproof and extremely robust.

- Waterproof, light and extremely robust
- Volume: 4.5 liters
- Made in Europe
The ingenious Wunderlich luggage rails.

It’s a well-known fact that you can never have enough luggage when traveling on your motorcycle. With standard luggage it really limits what you can actually bring with you. In extreme measures you will find yourself strapping bags, rolls, or tents down to the passenger seat and side cases. If you have found yourself in this situation then we have just the right fix for you. We’ve developed these brilliant luggage rails/racks for this purpose. They mount on the original brackets very simply and securely without having to drill the cases. What this will give you is a sturdy platform to mount your gear to. The Wunderlich luggage rails are available for the Vario cases of the BMW GS models and we also offer them for the touring models like the RT. Hop on our website and check them out!

WWW.WUNDERLICHAMERICA.COM
**LUGGAGE RACK FOR VARIO CASE**

They mount on the original brackets for the Vario cases simply and securely without having to drill the cases. With the mounted luggage rails, even with luggage attached the cases can of course also be opened no problem and the volumes adjusted. The luggage can be tied down securely thanks to the practical lashing rings.

- Luggage rail for the original BMW Vario cases
- Set for right and left
- No drilling of the case required, so no leaks
- No impairment of the functions of the case even with luggage attached
- Perfect for soft luggage such as rolls and bags
- Four lashing rings per rail for perfect luggage hold
- Made in Germany

**WUNDERLICH PANNIER TOP RACK**

If you’re looking for more luggage space on your R1200, R1250 RT or K1600. We have designed a very clever system that makes the top of your original side cases a great place to attach additional luggage for your journey. This rack simply bolts on to your bike so there is no drilling & most importantly, no leaks. We offer them in three different color options. They come supplied with mounting instructions and easy to follow installation instructions.

- Luggage rail for the original BMW case
- No drilling of the case required, therefore no leaks
- All side case functions still usable
- High-quality steel, precisely welded
- Perfect for soft luggage
- Handcrafted in Germany

**BAGGER LUGGAGE RACK**

This luggage rack is the perfect solution for riders who want to maximize the luggage on their Bagger. Additionally, the luggage is stored close to the center of gravity and doesn’t negatively impact riding behavior.

- Works with or without the Wunderlich Backrest Frame
- Stable precision tube
- Perfectly tailored connection
- Easy lashing option
- Includes complete fitting set
- Available in Chrome or Black
- Made in Germany

---

FIND HUNDREDS MORE LUGGAGE SOLUTIONS DESIGNED FOR YOUR BMW ON OUR WEBSITE
WUNDERLICHAMERICA.COM/LUGGAGE.HTML
WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR BAGS

For everything important you need to grab on the fly and added protection - with practical sight window for operating multimedia devices.

Our functional handlebar bags were specially developed for BMW models. This means all the available space can be used. Easy-to-open flap with integrated extra pocket and other storage options for pens, credit cards, etc. The large main pocket is closed with a water-deflecting and dirt-resistant zip closure. To make sure mobile phones and other electrical devices can be charged on the go, the bag comes with a water resistant E-Connect cable input.

Variety of Styles & Sizes Available

WUNDERLICH DRY-BAG – SIDE CASE TOP BAG

These precisely fitting suitcase bags ELEPHANT DRY-BAG can be placed on the side cases. This makes them the ideal companion on the big tour. They are precisely manufactured and equipped with a convenient and equally secure system for fastening. This allows assembly on cases that are equipped with eyelets, such as our “EX-TREME” case, the original aluminum case of the Adventure and on our proven luggage racks for the original Vario plastic cases, which we developed especially for the GS models. The cases can also be opened and closed with the top pockets attached. The undersides are designed to protect the paint and are non-slip so that there are no chafe marks. The generous volume of 18 liters can be expanded by another 8 liters to 26 liters using the pull-outs. The pull-out takes place via a surrounding zip.

Waterproof and dust-proof zippers
• Waterproof CORDURA® 500, with an additional permanent TPU coating on the inside
• Adaptable volume - can be pulled out (18 to 26 liters) thanks to the all-round zip
• Non-bleaching fabric is UV-stable equipped

WUNDERLICH INNER BAGS

Our robust black CORDURA® inner pockets for cases tailored for BMW Top & Side cases are perfectly crafted and leave nothing to be desired: Equipped with a blue inner lining, adjustable carrying strap and ergonomic, practical carrying handle, these bags are elegantly assembled and can also be used as handy travel bags. Comes with a generous inner pocket that can be closed with a zipper.

• Maximum space utilization (variable size)
• Ergonomic carrying handle
• Material: CORDURA® 500
• Waterproof and dust-proof
• Volume (approx.): Matches the original cases
• All-round protective cushioning provides the best protection for the contents and also retains its shape when empty
• Highly durable and abrasion-resistant
• Top case, left & right side case bags with several shapes
• Made in Europe
WUNDERLICH TANK BAGS

Sport, Touring or Off-road we have a Tank Bag Solution for you. We carry a variety of Tank Bags with model specific designs. Whether it’s just for a fun day on your favorite curves or a multi day trip you’ve been planning for months. Our Tank Bags offer quick attachment and easy access for your quick grab items.

• Variety of styles & sizes available
• Model specific designs
• Cordura & waterproof versions
• Easy installation
• Blue interior liner
• Made in Europe

WUNDERLICH WP40 BAG SYSTEM

The WP40, made by Kry-o, is a top-quality and waterproof roll-up case with the innovative mounting system “Quicksnap”. The bag also fits to the BMW’s aluminum case, that means no more fumbling with a tension belt. An added special feature: even without a bag, the “Quicksnap” can be hooked to the aluminum box and used as a carrying handle - an original and tidy solution.

• 36 liters volume
• Big opening side over the full-length
• Extremely robust, doubled coated Polyurethane fabric
• Absolutely waterproof and dust-proof thanks to the proven roll-up closure
WUNDERLICH PASSENGER ARMREST

Our armrests provide traveling comfort and ergonomics, as well as maximum safety via additional lateral support. The armrests can be continuously adjusted to suit your personal requirements: you can adjust the width, height and angle. They fold away so that you can simply fold them up e.g. for climbing on comfortably.

- You can use the top case with zero restrictions as usual
- Top case does not need to be modified
- Continuously and individually adjustable width, height and angle
- Easy to mount, includes mounting kit
- They fold up for getting on/off and as needed
- Solid and stable construction

QUICK RELEASE SUBFRAME POUCH SET

These two functional ELEPHANT DRYBAG side bags are tailored for your GS. They can be securely attached or removed in a flash using the LOXX quick releases on the inside. The bags consist of perfectly crafted CORDURA® 500, which is laminated on the inside with a water-resistant layer of durable TPU. All seams and duplications are stitched to be water-resistant. The cover flap, which also covers the water-resistant and dust-proof zippers and fastens with two high-quality clips, also ensures they are water-tight. They offer additional space for everything you need to hand, e.g. tools or bandages. The attachment close to the center of gravity is particularly favorable for neutral riding behavior. Especially in off-road use. No restriction of freedom of mobility for the rider and passenger. The functional, puristic design integrates perfectly into and completes the look of your GS, making it look as if it were cast from a single mold.

- Can be attached to and removed from the frame cover in seconds thanks to three LOXX quick releases on the inside
- Waterproof CORDURA® 500, with an additional permanent TPU coating on the inside

WUNDERLICH COCKPIT BAGS

The refined and custom tailored Wunderlich cockpit bag fills the unused space between the windscreen and instrument cover precisely and unobtrusively. It attaches in an instant via velcro and two and Tenax fasteners and protects those items you need close at hand.

- No restriction of screen mobility
- Nothing rubs or flutters
- Safe and simple attachment
- Blue inner lining allows for clarity and things can no longer disappear into the cracks
- Water repellent, Teflon-coated CORDURA, high-strength and non-abrasive, internally coated
- Water/dust resistant zip closure
- Grippy zipper, can be used easily even when wearing gloves
- Made in Germany

VIEW ON WEBSITE
WUNDERLICH TOP CASE RACK BAGS

This top case bag was designed to perfectly fit the shape and contours of the Wunderlich K1600 GT/GTL top case rack. Because of the irregular shape dictated by the passenger backrest pad, the rack is otherwise difficult to utilize fully. This bag solves this problem and adds practical additional storage to the K1600.

- Four attachment straps provide secure attachment to the Wunderlich top case rack
- 15 Liters storage capacity
- Quick attachment and detachment with Velcro type fasteners
- Adjustable shock cords on top for quickly securing additional items, gloves, etc.
- Blue interior liner

GS BOXER BAGS

This additional storage space is ideal for tools, snacks and / or spare gloves and it can be very easily attached to the bike. The bag is simply inserted into the available space beneath the luggage rack. The attached strap is placed in front of the luggage rack, then folded around the rack and attached to the bag through the hole in the rack with Velcro.

- Practical use of the available space under the luggage rack of the GS.
- Designed to fit the exact contour of the gap under the luggage rack.
- A lot of space for extra gloves, First Aid Kit, tools, snacks or other important items.
RNINET MULTIFUNCTION INSTRUMENT
SPEEDOMETER/TACHOMETER

With its modern look, this DL04 speedometer is the perfect plug and play meter for the BMW R nineT bikes. Featuring speed, odometer, tripmeter, hour meter, voltage, clock and stopwatch as well as 6 indicator lights, this meter will give you all information you need.

- Tachometer
- Shift Notification
- Gear Display
- Engine Temperature
- Ambient Temperature
- Retains Current Mileage & Trip Information

WUNDERLICH USB CHARGING STATION

Our thoroughly practical USB charging station fits all BMW’s with the factory-side BMW navigation preparation (Navigator V, VI). It simply slots into the BMW navigation device holder in place of the navigation device, locks in place and it closes securely to prevent theft. The power is supplied via the contacts on the navigation device holder.

Two quick charge connections USB A and USB C: The right side of the housing comes with two USB connections type USB 3.1 Type A and USB 3.1 Type C, which are compliant with the quick charging standards QC 3.0 and QC 4.0 (QC = quick charge). The activity of the charging box is displayed via a blue LED control light which is situated very visibly above the two USB ports. The charging box is designed to be protected against spray. The ports can be covered with molded elastomer covers when not in use, which seals and thus protects them against spray and dust.

- Two USB connections type USB 3.1 Type A and USB 3.1 Type C
- Complies with standards QC 3.0 and QC 4.0 for quick charging connections
- Fits all BMW’s with the factory-side BMW navigation preparation (Navigator V, VI)

RS HANDLEBAR CONVERSION

This tube-style handlebar conversion replaces the cast handlebar of the RS with our exclusive and ergonomic yet sporty tube-style handlebar. The more upright seating position not only makes the RS much better for long distance journeys, it also significantly improves handling.

- Ergonomically offset handlebar for optimum seating position
- Includes adapter for attaching the original handlebar ends
- Aluminum tube-style handlebar with 32 mm diameter
- Pre-drilled for easy fitting of the handlebar fittings
- Upper handlebar mounts included
WUNDERLICH NAVIGATOR RELOCATOR

The original holder for the original Navigator on the handlebar clamps may be really practical but it’s a hindrance when a tank bag is used. The navigation device collides with the tank bag when steering and limits the steering angle and thus the turning radius. The makes maneuvering uncomfortable, more demanding and longer than it has to be.

Our base holder helps here: it positions the navigation device in the natural line of sight for ergonomically optimal visibility and operation, making your ride more relaxed. This position is located above the TFT instrument panel.

- Ergonomic positioning of the navigation device

WUNDERLICH SIDESTAND ILLUMINATION

Illumination for your side stand at the press of a button. The illumination assists in locating the side stand and the ideal spot in which to place it when parking at night.

- Consists of an LED light including bracket, switch and wiring
- Easy installation and plug in connection, requiring no soldering or modifications to the existing wiring. to USB standard 5V
- Wired into the CanBus system, so it switches off when the ignition is switched off.
- Supplied with everything needed to install.
WUNDERLICH INSTRUMENT & NAVIGATION VISORS

Our model specific visors are available for most BMW instrument clusters & navigation. Our visors provide better readability of the display in sunlight.

- Optical upgrading of the cockpit
- Protects the cockpit from fading
- Easy installation via precise, secure clip system
- High-quality glare screen made of UV-resistant, long-lasting ABS plastic
- Visors are available for most BMW model instrument clusters and navigation systems
- Made in Germany

DISPLAY PROTECTION FILM SET

These display films are made from high-quality and scratch-proof material, and protect your instrument cluster against unwanted scratches and damage. You have a choice: The pack contains two display films, one “Ultra Clear” and the other “Anti Glare”. In addition we carry a Tempered Glass Version

- Reliably prevents scratches from keys, keyrings and other hard objects
- Ultra Clear: Best protection for an unrestricted view
- Display is protected beneath the film
- Perfect fit: No cutting necessary
- Worn-out films can be removed and easily replaced
- Available for most BMW models & navigation systems
WUNDERLICH MULTICLAMP SYSTEM

The MultiClamp universal clamp is highly versatile. Using the removable knob (included in the scope of delivery) together with a spindle, you can easily and reliably attach it to the handlebar, tank protection and engine protection bars or the luggage rack. The MultiClamp is suitable for all tubing with a diameter of 10 to 32 mm. The special feature here is that the sophisticated clamping mechanism makes it suitable for round and square tubing, but also for flat profiles up to 32 mm such as you would find on many luggage racks. Once attached, you can remove the knob to avoid theft.

- Accessories: Mirror Mount | Phone Mount | Extension Arm & More
- 360° rotatable ball joint with quick release system

WUNDERLICH USB DUAL SOCKET

The USB dual socket is designed to replace the original BMW DIN socket. It also does away with wobbly adapters. The socket installs in the same position and using the original connector. This means no soldering or cabling of a new line are required.

- Plug and play system
- Suitable for connecting smartphones, tablets, cameras and navigation devices
- Converts the voltage of 12 V to USB standard 5 V
- Compatible with CAN-Bus
- Integrated protection against short-circuiting, overheating and over powering
WUNDERLICH HANDLEBAR MUFFS

Our handlebar muffs also come with a moulded insert that is cushioned on the inside. This feature ensures that the muffs retain their shape at high speeds and in the subsequent high wind pressures, thereby creating a solid, protected space that provides thermal insulation and ensures the safe, unhindered use of the instruments and levers with your hands. The molded insert is especially helpful and advantageous if you don’t have any hand protectors mounted. We’ve incorporated a generously sized UV-stable PVC transparent window around the switcher units for the instruments that allows you to use them safely and reliably. Our muffs are so generously sized that they also fit over the hand protectors.

- Transparent window on the switcher units for safe, reliable operation
- Reflective elements for greater safety
- Fits all motorcycles (with and without hand protectors)
- Quick and easy mounting
- The molded insert always ensures safe operation of brake, clutch and instruments
- Elasticated sealing closure on the grips
- Material: CORDURA®, robust and abrasion-resistant
- Made in Europe

WUNDERLICH FRAME PLUGS

These caps neatly close the unsightly openings in the frame. This means no unwanted dirt or moisture can accumulate and gives the frame of the BMW a visual upgrade. The frame caps are made of high-quality and resistant hard rubber.

- Material: High-quality, resistant hard rubber
- Perfect fit and firm, secure seat
- Model specific sets are available
- Made in Germany
R18
Rock’n’roll for the R 18!

At the turn of the year BMW added the big 1800cc to the lineup, entering back in to cruiser market with an eye catching, powerful machine that pays tribute to BMW's heritage. All we could see was the endless potential of the R18 and instantly got to work designing a full line of products that would be available as soon as they started rolling out of BMW showrooms nationwide. We are proud to announce the release of our R18 Rock’n’roll product offering where you will find an exclusive collection of parts to help you customize your machine to your individual liking. Or as we like to call it, completing your BMW!
WUNDERLICH R18 ROCKBOB SADDLE

Old School: Unique swinging saddle in “RockBob” style, matching the BMW R 18 with our “RockBob” tail conversion.

A primary and defining detail of our “RockBob” concept is where the rider encounters the bobber: on the springer seat. The ergonomic seat, handcrafted expert upholsterers, is made of robust imitation leather. The old school springer seat is adorned with the partial diamond-shaped stitching of the waterproof cover. The look of this premium seat inevitably recalls images of a true legend, the BMW R 32. Style is complemented by ergonomic seating comfort.

- Seat Available in: Black or Brown
- Springs Available in: Chrome or Black

WUNDERLICH R18 ROCKBOB FENDERS

Old School. The handmade front & rear fenders within superb experience on the “English Wheel,” formed from aluminum, with fine, circumferential flanging and one-sided end beading. In addition to the classic appearance, the flanging and beading also offer increased stability with low weight. A solid 2 mm component thickness does the rest. The arc length measures 800 mm and the width 185 mm, making the fender a striking attention grabber at the rear and offers the optimal condition for a puristic, clean tail.

The characteristic holder for the front mudguard is constructed of sturdy, high-quality, black powder-coated tubular steel with a diameter of 16 mm. It is securely bolted together with the fender to the four standard attachment points. The front mudguard and the fender are both shaped to fit the stock tires perfectly.

- Distinctive old school rear fender made of high-quality aluminum
- Handmade, with all-round flanging and end beading
- 4-point attachment to existing, standard attachment points
- Lightweight, yet sturdy
- Attached to the standard mounting points
- Available in: Aluminum, Black or Black with Pinstripes

WUNDERLICH R18 ENGINE BARS

The first bar made of 32 mm tube! We decided on this tube dimension for two reasons: for strength reasons, in order to optimally protect the R 18, and for aesthetic reasons. Because only the 32 mm tube looks balanced and aesthetic on the imposing R 18 - and in the surroundings of the mighty manifold tubes. In addition, we deliberately decided on a closed, one-piece shape for the protective bar, which, apart from its dimensions, contributes additional constructive rigidity. In this way, the high-quality protection bar blends discreetly into the overall style of the R 18 and yet sets a coordinated accent of its own. It is no coincidence that the spade-shaped design is reminiscent of the guards on the classic air-cooled BMW boxers.

- High quality chrome-plated 32 tube
- Solid, asymmetric 6-point mounting
- Perfect protection of the cylinders and valve covers
- No interference with lean angles and ground clearance
- Available in: Black or Chromenon
For over four decades, the GS has stood for a longing for vastness and boundless adventure. In striking black and yellow, it is reminiscent of the iconic R100 GS and impresses with its state-of-the-art technology and equipment. We have assembled a limited-edition product assortment of all of our essential products to help celebrate the 40 Years of the GS. Here you will find many of our iconic Wunderlich products in black and yellow to commemorate BMW’s legendary GS line.

**WUNDERLICH R1250 FLOWJET**

Right on time for the launch of the 40 Years GS Edition BMW models “Edition 40 Years GS”, we’ve issued our FLOWJET windshield that perfectly integrates into the color scheme of the “Edition 40 Years GS”.

Flowjet windshield design for an imposing look and clear flow. Here we have developed a groundbreaking design concept that gives your BMW a distinctive, sporty and distinctive look in no time at all and, thanks to its aerodynamic shape, ensures laminar flow conditions

- Easy to install
- Complete set with all attachments

**WUNDERLICH FOLDING HEADLIGHT GRILL**

Right on time for the launch of the 40 Years GS Edition BMW models “Edition 40 Years GS”, we’ve issued the matching Headlight protector their perfectly integrate in the color scheme of the “Edition 40 Years GS”. A stone that flies up and/or short off-road stretches often mean that the original headlights are finished.

Rigidly mounted headlight grills or the original protecting screen can only be used legally off-road tracks, and the headlight glass behind is difficult to clean.

- Easy cleaning of the headlight and the inside of the protector
- Scratch-resistant protector with robust, coated brackets
WUNDERLICH ENGINE BARS - GS 40 YEAR EDITION, YELLOW

Right on time for the launch of the 40 Years GS Edition BMW models “Edition 40 Years GS”, we’ve issued the matching Engine protection which perfectly integrate in the color scheme of the “Edition 40 Years GS”. The result of more than three decades of experience in constructing protection bars, we have developed this stylish and resistant engine protection bar that guarantees to deliver what it promises - safe, light, low-maintenance.

- No restriction of ground clearance
- Perfect protection for the cylinders and valve covers
- Plug-and-Play fit, so uncomplicated fitting guaranteed

AKTIVKOMFORT SEATS FOR THE GS

AKTIVKOMFORT seats and the color scheme of the “Edition 40 Years GS”. Here it is! The Edition 40 Years GS AKTIVKOMFORT seats naturally incorporates the spectacular color scheme. We manufacture our Edition 40 Years GS - AKTIVKOMFORT seats with our specifically tailored 3D contour. The shape and angle of the carefully crafted, progressively structured, dual-layer seat core support the ergonomically beneficial, natural posture of the back. The integrated support contour on the front of the seat that provides an additional secure hold while braking, is flatter and less pronounced than with the standard passenger seats – this is down to the seat’s sporty character, which was clearly at the forefront on this project.

- Available in:
  - Rider Seat - Standard
  - Rider Seat - Tall
  - Rider Seat - Low
  - Passenger - Standard
  - Passenger - Low

WUNDERLICH ADVENTURE TANK BARS - GS 40 YEAR EDITION, YELLOW

Simultaneously with the introduction of the BMW models of the 40-year GS Edition “Edition 40 Years GS”, we have launched “ADVENTURE STYLE” fuel tank guards, which fit perfectly into the colour layout of the “Edition 40 Years GS”. This tank guard not only reliably protects the tank, but also the fairing, stem and high-end radiator units. In conjunction with the engine guard, it forms a well-thought-out all-round protection concept for passive safety: In the event of a fall or accident, the forces are optimally distributed via the guard structure to the load-bearing pick-up points, thus avoiding force peaks.

- Perfect, model-specific fit
- Fits Wunderlich and Original Engine Guards or any other cylinder protection
- Protection of radiator / fans, tank side paneling, stem
- Even distribution of forces